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1 Introduction
It is common practice to utilize course evaluations to have students anonymously rate their
instructor’s teaching ability, and other aspects of the course experience. These evaluations tend to
include both numerical (Likert scale) and open-ended written feedback, although thorough
analyses of written feedback are rare due to the lack of methods to rigorously analyze the large
amount of content with a teaching-specific lens. In this paper, we create a comprehensive lexicon
to measure eight teaching qualities from the written feedback using a combination of natural
language processing (NLP) and manual filtering. We refer to this lexicon as “Lexicon for
Evaluation of Education Quality” (LEEQ). We then validate LEEQ by analyzing how the
frequency of words in each dimension is correlated with (a) numerical ratings and (b) other
dimensions. Finally, we compare it with other sentiment analysis tools that are less fine-grained,
as overall sentiment scores may not capture teaching-related qualities and do not differentiate
between fine-grained teaching qualities such as helpfulness and clarity.

LEEQ can be used by the research community to allow for full analyses of teaching evaluations,
rather than focusing solely on quantitative metrics; in this paper, we perform a case study that
highlights one such analysis. Prior work has found that course evaluations can easily be biased
against certain identity groups; for example, female instructors and instructors of color tend to be
rated lower or more harshly compared to white male instructors [1, 2]. The switch from
traditional in-person learning to hybrid or remote learning during the COVID-19 pandemic also
likely influenced student perceptions of their educational experience. Our case study uses the
lexicon as a lens to answer the following research questions: what differences occur in free-text
course evaluations between in-person and remote/hybrid learning? Further, what differences arise
between instructors of different identities?

To address these research questions, we analyzed all course evaluations submitted for College of
Engineering courses at a large Midwestern institution, from six semesters spanning Winter 2019
to Fall 2021. Rather than considering the numerical ratings, we aim to more closely examine the
student comments, to determine if any biases arise in how students describe their instructors or
course experience. We find changes in the frequency of words representing high and low quality
instruction, and find that students refer to instructor’s helpfulness more often during COVID-19.
We do not find significant differences in the frequency of words representing teaching qualities
based on the sex of the instructor, either before or during the pandemic. In all, the results signal
that a shift to a remote format does not have negative implications on the language used to
describe instructors in their evaluations.

2 Related Work
2.1 NLP in Education
As educators increasingly use technology to improve course delivery, researchers have begun to
test a variety of machine learning methods to help educators and students navigate their courses
more effectively [3]. On the student side, chat bots powered by NLP can help students by
intelligently retrieving requested information and suggesting related topics for students to
explore [4, 5]. From the educator’s side, NLP systems can process student writing at scale e.g., to
detect plagiarism [6] and give feedback on grammatical errors [7]. In the domain of written
evaluations, researchers have developed NLP models to detect unfair descriptions of female
professionals, which includes identifying linguistic stereotypes within documents and within



word choices [8, 9]. While more complicated to analyze than numerical responses to a survey,
written text provides useful signals from students that would otherwise be unavailable, such as a
instructor’s engagement with students during lectures [10].

2.2 Bias in Instructor Evaluations
Prior work has established a consistent bias in the evaluations that college students provide for
their instructors, particularly based on gender, race, and ethnicity (e.g., harsher reviews for
underrepresented instructors) [1, 11, 12]. Bias in evaluations is prevalent on public websites such
as Rate My Professors, where students’ responses are anonymized and can potentially reach a
wide audience of fellow students [13, 14]. The degree of bias expressed may depend on how well
a minority group is represented in higher education [15] or whether students have differing
expectations [16]. The bias may take the form of explicit differences in ratings, e.g., rating male
instructors as better teachers [2], or implicit differences in language use, e.g., using abusive
language to describe an instructor [17]. In addition to the personal harm done to instructors, bias
can derail the careers of minority-group instructors as course evaluations often play an large role
in determining tenure and promotion [18, 19]. Our case study builds on the well-established
notion of bias in student evaluations, and we investigate how much bias exists in written
evaluations and whether that bias changed when courses switched to virtual format in 2020.

3 Methods
3.1 Data Collection
Our new data set, henceforth CCE for “COVID-19 Course Evaluations,” comes from a public
university in the U.S. Midwest. The university’s registrar provided 23,882 course evaluations
from the College of Engineering collected over six semesters, from Winter 2019 to Fall 2021
(Table 1). We analyze data based on instructor sex and COVID; future work will analyze this data
for other demographic characteristics, such as race/ethnicity and nationality.

Data pre-processing Some of the courses in our data are associated with multiple instructors,
and some of the evaluations target teaching assistants rather than professors. We perform
extensive data cleaning before analysis, including: (1) removing multi-instructor courses (courses
where multiple instructors were referenced in the evaluations); (2) removing lab and recitation
sections where teaching assistants were likely to be mentioned in evaluations; (3) replacing
personal names detected with Named Entity Recognition1 with generic PERSON tokens; and (4)
removing short (less than 10 tokens) and duplicate evaluations.

This filtering process reduced our data by 33%, yielding a total of 16,010 course evaluations for
analysis. 1,075 instructors (summed across pre and post-COVID periods), 651 courses, and 35
departments (including cross-listed departments/courses outside of engineering) are included in
our filtered data, and evaluations have on average 45.4 tokens.

For most of the evaluations, students were required to write a response to at least one question
related to teaching quality. We merge three separate questions that were phrased differently for
different courses but address the same core concerns of perceived teaching ability.2

1Using the default NER system in Spacy: https://spacy.io/api/architectures/#parser
2“Comment on the quality of instruction in this course,” “Please comment on the effectiveness of the instructor,”

and “Please enter any additional comments you have for the instructor.”

https://spacy.io/api/architectures/#parser


Demographic Total Percent
Sex
Male 812 76.0
Female 263 24.0

Ethnicity
White (Not of Hispanic Origin) 656 61.7
Asian 243 22.1
Not Indicated 96 8.5
Black/African American 29 2.7
Two or More Races 27 2.6
Hispanic/Latino 24 2.4

Citizenship
United States 780 72.6
China 81 7.6
India 45 4.3
Other 169 15.6

Table 1: Instructor demographics (after filtering). Identity groups with fewer than n = 10 unique
instructors per-group per-period are grouped in the “Other” category for statistical and anonymity
purposes. The values are summed across pre and post-COVID periods.

3.2 Lexicon Construction
We develop a lexicon to understand the text of course evaluations, which we refer to as Lexicon
for Evaluation of Education Quality (LEEQ). The lexicon capture eight paired teaching qualities:
high quality/low quality, helpful/unhelpful, easy/difficult, and clear/unclear. We selected
these qualities due to the range of features of instruction that they cover, in addition to the
availability of paired numerical ratings and text associated with each of them (as described in the
following paragraph). We provide examples of words from the lexicon’s eight dimensions and
example sentences in Table 2. Throughout the paper, we will denote the names of the lexicon
dimensions in bold, while individual words from the dimension are underlined in examples.

These dimensions cover a wide range of desirable and undesirable teaching behaviors, including
lecture comprehensibility, student feedback capabilities, adaptability to different needs, and social
support provided to students. Furthermore, we built the lexicon so that it would not be inherently
linked to different instructor’s social groups, e.g., the lexicon does not explicitly refer to gender.
We developed the lexicon through a large-scale analysis of a separate data set from the popular
Rate My Professors (RMP) website, containing 863,857 total reviews from 2015 and earlier
across 31 universities in North America, drawn from [20].3 RMP hosts public reviews for
professors written by students from across U.S. institutions, and it includes both text comments
and scores for various categories, including quality, helpfulness, difficulty, and clarity.4

We aim to identify individual words that are indicative of the different aspects of teaching quality

3https://www.ratemyprofessors.com/. Canadian universities with a large number of French reviews
are excluded from our analysis.

4We exclude some ratings that are available on the website such as the student’s prior interest in the course, as
these are less connected to instruction. A screenshot of the ratings form from 2014 is shown in Appendix A.

https://www.ratemyprofessors.com/
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Figure 1: Diagram representing the development of our lexicon.

specified above. Identifying words in the RMP data that are correlated with these teaching
aspects, e.g., words associated with high “difficulty” ratings, can result in substantial overlap
between dimensions due to correlations between the categories. Many instructors who receive
high “difficulty” ratings are likely to receive low “quality” ratings as well, and therefore the words
correlated with “difficulty” are also likely to be correlated with low “quality.” We handle this
problem with a method for de-confounding correlated lexicons [21] that trains a deep learning
model to score words more highly based on their cooccurrence with a single category and
non-cooccurrence with the other confounding categories. We use sub-sets of the other dimensions
and metadata, e.g., course department, as confounders for model to remove. Using this method,
for the difficult dimension, the model learns to identify words that are more correlated with
higher difficulty ratings but not correlated with quality ratings.

From these word lists, two of the authors manually annotated the words that were valid members
of the different dimensions based on fixed criteria. For example, the word “helping” would count
as helpful but not clear because helpful words should reflect positive social behavior while clear
words indicate effective communication. Next, we adapt these lists to the original CCE dataset by
computing the nearest neighbors to the words in each dimension, using word embeddings trained
on the CCE text data [22]. Computing the nearest neighbors to a word such as “helping” reveals
similar words such as “aiding” and “guiding” which the original lexicon did not identify from the
Rate My Professors data. After filtering the expanded lists through another round of manual



Dimension Unique
words

Freq.
(per 1K
words)

Most frequent words Example sentence κOD κLI

High quality:
positive student
experience

165 28.9 good, great, helpful,
enjoyed, best

Professor PERSON was an amazing
instructor. Hands down the best professor
I’ve had so far at the university.

0.63 0.88

Low quality:
negative student
experience

212 4.15 confusing, unclear,
confused, frustrating, poor

Synchronous class time was riddled with
mistakes which lead to a frustrating
experience.

0.45 0.78

Easy:
coursework easy
to complete

42 1.8 easy, understandable,
simple, easily, basic

Professor PERSON knows what he’s talking
about and is able to make information easily
understood

0.72 0.55

Difficult:
coursework
difficult to
complete

72 5.5 difficult, hard, fast,
challenging, difficulty

His style of challenging exams that are
typically a time crunch I thought was not
quite as effective.

0.64 0.35

Helpful:
pro-social
behavior

65 12.2 helpful, help, helped, nice,
feedback

He was always pushing the minds of the
students to understand the real world of
engineering, and was there to help through
any struggles or questions regarding course
materials and assignments.

0.52 0.59

Unhelpful:
anti-social
behavior

47 0.5 unfair, rude,
condescending,
disrespectful,
unreasonable

Prof. PERSON was often condescending
and rude.

0.25 0.56

Clear: clear
explanation of
course content

40 6.9 clear, clearly, engaging,
explanations, organized

PERSON is a great professor, and always
gave clear and concise answers to questions.

N/A 0.59

Unclear: unclear
explanation of
course content

19 0.4 complicated, tangents,
typos, ambiguous,
inconsistent

Super inconsistent exam and HW
quality/expectations that made it hard to
know how to prepare.

0.72 0.75

Table 2: Summary of lexicon to analyze teaching evaluations. The right side of the table presents
Cohen’s κ for manual annotations of inclusion in lexicon (κOD refers to the original deconfounded
lexicon, while κLI refers to items added by lexical induction). Cohen’s κ cannot be computed for
the original clear dimension because it was jointly annotated by both annotators.

annotation, we arrive at a teaching-related lexicon with a range of 19-212 words per
dimension.5

The clear dimension was jointly annotated for the original words by both annotators to finalize
the annotation process. The annotators discussed each word for which there was a disagreement
to determine the final label. We measured inter-annotator agreement using Cohen’s κ [23]; the
results are shown in Table 2. Agreement ranged from 0.25–0.88. The low agreement score for the
unhelpful dimension relates to an initial disagreement between the annotators regarding what that
dimension represented. After agreeing on the definition “socially positive, willing to connect to
students,” the agreement score for the unhelpful dimension increased to 0.56 when the same two
annotators labeled word pairs from the lexical induction method. Agreement increased across
most dimensions during the second round of labeling. The full process for annotating our lexicon
is shown in Figure 1.

3.3 Lexicon Correlations
We confirm that the lexicon is a valid construct for student assessment of teachers in the CCE
dataset by examining each dimension’s Spearman correlation with student’s numerical ratings of

5The lexicon is available online: https://github.com/MichiganNLP/LEEQLexicon.

https://github.com/MichiganNLP/LEEQLexicon


Dimension Correlation

High quality 0.3941
Helpful 0.0822
Clear 0.0086
Easy -0.0685
Difficult -0.2754
Low quality -0.4281
Unhelpful -0.2292
Unclear -0.2184

Table 3: Correlation between lexicon fre-
quency and ratings of teaching quality, com-
puted per-instructor using mean scores. Di-
mensions are ordered such that positive teach-
ing qualities are first, followed by difficulty
level and negative teaching qualities. Bold in-
dicates p < 0.05 with FDR adjustment for
multiple comparisons.

Method Correlation

Vader 0.5234
LIWC 0.4119

LIWC (zscore) 0.4209
TextBlob 0.4545

Flair 0.6387

LEEQ 0.4297
LEEQ (zscore) 0.4736
LEEQ (Vader) 0.5047

LEEQ (Vader boosted) 0.5561

Table 4: Correlation between scores given
by existing sentiment analysis tools and
teaching quality ratings, computed per-
instructor/semester using mean scores. Bold
indicates p < 0.05 with FDR adjustment for
multiple comparisons.

teaching quality and with one another (average ratings across the dataset were 1.29± 1.02 on a
Likert scale from -2 to 2). We also compare these correlations with correlations between existing
sentiment analysis methods and instructor ratings. We indicate results that are significant
(p < 0.05) following an adjustment for false discovery rate (FDR) [24] with α = 0.05, which
adjusts the p-values to account for multiple comparisons. The adjustment is performed at the
per-table/figure level.

We compute the correlation between the mean lexicon frequency per-instructor and the mean
numerical rating per-instructor for overall teaching quality. As expected, the dimensions with a
positive orientation (e.g., high quality) have a strong positive correlation with high teacher
ratings, while the dimensions with a negative orientation (e.g., low quality) have a negative
correlation. We show all correlations in Table 3.3. While the easy and clear dimensions do not
have strong correlations with the teaching quality rating score, this may relate to the fact that
these dimensions relate both to teaching performance and to the course itself (e.g., “homework
was easy”). Students may also mention easy words as a preface to more negative comments in
their evaluations (e.g., “the course was easy but PERSON was unpleasant”).

As a further test of validity, we compute correlations between pairs of dimensions, using mean of
lexicon frequencies per-instructor (Figure 2). We expect that teaching qualities that are generally
positive (high quality, helpful, clear) should be positively correlated with one another, while
teaching qualities that are generally negative (low quality, unhelpful, unclear) should be
negatively correlated with one another. We find that this is the case; however, there are positive
correlations between some positive and negative teaching qualities. We expect that this may be
linked to the presence of negations in evaluations (e.g., “not difficult”), a limitation that is
discussed in Section 5.

Finally, we ask to what extent existing NLP methods capture student’s ratings of instructors. We
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Figure 2: Heatmap representing the correlation between the lexical frequency of pairs of dimen-
sions (e.g., frequency of difficult and unhelpful words), computed per-instructor/semester using
mean scores. Color represents the correlation coefficient, while * indicates p < 0.05 after FDR
adjustment. Dimensions are ordered such that positive teaching qualities are first, followed by dif-
ficulty level and negative teaching qualities.

compute the correlations between sentiment scores from existing methods and instructor’s ratings,
shown in Table 3.3. We use the following existing methods:

Vader is a rule-based sentiment analysis model [25] that uses a weighted sentiment lexicon (with
positive and negative polarity for each word) in combination with context-based heuristics, e.g.,
the use of negation that will reverse the sentiment of a given word, or the punctuation such as !!!
that heightens the existing sentiment.

LIWC The Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count lexicon (LIWC) [26] provides two scores for
positive emotion and negative emotion. As a baseline, we subtract the raw negative emotion score
from the positive emotion score. Additionally, we normalize positive and negative emotion across
all evaluations, take the z-score, then take the difference, resulting in the LIWC (zscore)
correlation.

TextBlob is a Python NLP library that provides a number of text analysis tools, including
sentiment analysis.6

Flair provides a sentiment model that was trained on a movie review dataset using deep learning
[27].

LEEQ is complementary to these existing methods. While it will not capture emotion in text to
the same extent as other methods, it does capture teaching-specific qualities. Therefore, we do not
expect it to yield higher correlations than sentiment methods on its own. It can be used in tandem
with existing methods that overlook teaching-specific words to predict ratings, but perhaps more
importantly, the lexicon goes beyond overall teaching quality or polarity in the text to identify
mentions of specific teaching qualities like clarity and helpfulness.

6https://textblob.readthedocs.io/en/dev/index.html

https://textblob.readthedocs.io/en/dev/index.html


We use the same baseline methods for our LEEQ lexicon as we use for LIWC, utilizing the high
quality and low quality dimensions. We also experiment with using our lexicon with the Vader
sentiment analysis method’s heuristics. Finally, the LEEQ (Vader boosted) method “boosts” the
weights of terms in our high quality and low quality dimensions in the Vader lexicon, yielding
the highest correlation among lexicon-based methods.

We find that our lexicon’s correlations with teaching ratings do not exceed all existing methods.
However, they outperform purely lexicon-based approaches such as LIWC, and perform well in
ensemble settings (e.g., LEEQ (Vader boosted)). The fact that our lexicon is specific to teaching
qualities allows it to yield a higher correlation with instructor ratings than LIWC, even though the
LIWC lexicon has higher coverage on the CCE dataset (55.7 per 1000 words in the PosEmo
dimension and 12.5 per 1000 words in the NegEmo dimension). When considering the example
sentences in Table 2, we find that the existing sentiment methods tend to correctly predict
polarity. The main exception is the sentence “super inconsistent exam and HW
quality/expectations that made it hard to know how to prepare,” for which only Flair correctly
identified negative sentiment.

4 Case Study
As a case study, we use LEEQ to compare the language used in evaluations in the CCE dataset
prior to and during the COVID-19 pandemic. In addition to considering general differences in
evaluations during these two periods, we ask whether there is a sex difference in evaluations both
before and during COVID, and if so, in which teaching-related linguistic dimensions these
differences occur. Our findings can shed light on differences in evaluations during the pandemic,
as well as between in-person and remote teaching.

As discussed in Section 3.1, the CCE dataset includes evaluations from Winter 2019 to Fall 2021.
For our case study, we drop evaluations from Winter 2020, as it was a transition semester in
which the university switched from in-person to remote instruction, and from Fall 2021, as it was
a transition semester from remote to in-person instruction. This leads to one Fall and one Winter
semester before and during COVID,7 and excludes what was a largely in-person semester during
the pandemic. Thus, the two semesters prior to COVID-19 (Winter 2019 and Fall 2019) represent
in-person instruction while the two semesters during COVID-19 (Fall 2020 and Winter 2021)
represent largely remote instruction.

We use LEEQ (Section 3.2) to calculate the percentage of words related to each of our teaching
qualities for each individual evaluation. Then, we compute the mean values at a per-instructor
level both before and during the pandemic. Providing an average per-instructor ensures that
instructors who receive more evaluations do not have an outsized effect on the results.

4.1 Differences in Evaluations Before and During COVID-19
We show the results of our analysis in Table 5 and Figure 3; we show histograms of percentage of
words in the lexicon for each dimension. This allows us to visualize changes in the data beyond
shifts in the mean. As some of the teaching qualities are infrequently mentioned in evaluations, it
is not uncommon for averages at an instructor level to be zero. Therefore, as the data is not

7We believe that some bias could be introduced by including a higher proportion of Fall semester data, in which
more students are adjusting to the university.



Dimension Pre-
COVID

During
COVID

Pre-COVID During COVID
Female Male Female Male

High quality 4.38% 4.90% 4.67% 4.30% 5.14% 4.82%
Helpful 1.67% 1.94% 1.99% 1.58% 2.21% 1.85%
Clear 1.01% 0.82% 1.11% 0.98% 0.77% 0.84%
Easy 0.17% 0.14% 0.21% 0.17% 0.14% 0.14%
Low quality 0.38% 0.32% 0.27% 0.41% 0.26% 0.34%
Unhelpful 0.04% 0.05% 0.02% 0.04% 0.03% 0.06%
Unclear 0.04% 0.02% 0.02% 0.04% 0.02% 0.02%
Difficult 0.46% 0.36% 0.46% 0.46% 0.33% 0.37%

Table 5: Means pre-COVID and during COVID, both overall and for Female and Male instructors.
Significance is computed using the Mann-Whitney U test; Bold indicates p < 0.05 with FDR
adjustment for multiple comparisons (p-values are corrected separately for the overall experiments
and the experiments considering instructor sex).
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Figure 3: Comparison of evaluations before and during the COVID-19 pandemic using our lexi-
cons. Bold indicates p < 0.05 with FDR correction for multiple comparisons.

normally distributed, we use the Mann-Whitney U test [28]8 to determine whether there is a
statistically significant difference between the percentage of words in each lexical dimension in
the evaluations before and during the COVID-19 pandemic. We indicate results that are
significant (p < 0.05) following an adjustment for false discovery rate (FDR) [24] with
α = 0.05.

One of the more interesting shifts that we observe is an overall positive shift in the number of

8We use this test because the data is not normally distributed.



words that reflect high quality teaching during the COVID-19 pandemic (high quality (µ
pre-COVID = 4.38%, during = 4.90%) and low quality (µ pre-COVID = 0.38%, during =
0.32%)). While we would have expected the shift to remote instruction to be hinder teaching
quality, these results indicate that it did the opposite. Some students mention instructor’s efforts to
set up their course in a way that is conducive to online learning, for instance “the lecture format
with modules and discussions was great for online learning.” However, other evaluations indicate
that students were more lenient when evaluating instructors, given that they know instructors had
to put in significant effort to provide a good online experience. This is reflected in comments such
as “very good course for being online,” indicating that while the student was happy with the
instruction, it was only good in the context of an online course, which the comment implies is
generally a negative. Another student similarly stated “thank you for doing your best to make this
class as enjoyable as possible in this format,” indicating that while the format was not ideal, they
felt that the instructor did their best. Even in evaluations with low quality words such as “the
instruction was a bit vague at times, but that is understandable due to the online format,” students
excuse poor communication due to the format of the course.

Students mention the helpfulness of instructors more in their evaluations during the pandemic (µ
pre-COVID = 1.67%, during = 1.94%). One student stated “Professor PERSON was very
helpful and understanding of our situation this semester, and has made very clear that he cares
about the wellbeing of his students, which I’m very grateful for.” Overall, the increase in words in
the helpful dimension may indicate that instructors were willing to provide some flexibility and
grace to students in the face of an unprecedented event, as was shown in prior work [29].

We also see a shift in clarity, with fewer clear (µ pre-COVID = 1.01%, during = 0.82%) and
fewer unclear (µ pre-COVID = 0.04%, during = 0.02%) words during the pandemic. It is
interesting to see these lexical dimensions move in the same direction, rather than the opposite
direction as we see for high quality and low quality. To some extent, it may reflect a lack of
direct interaction between students and instructors in an asynchronous setting.

The lack of significant changes in either the easy or difficult dimensions suggests that students
did not perceive a major shift in course content, only a shift in delivery. Overall, the results are
encouraging about the quality of remote instruction, although individual evaluations indicate that
there is an extent to which both students (in their evaluations) and instructors (in their course
policies) are being sympathetic because of the pandemic itself. Therefore, they likely do not
solely reflect the difference between student’s perceptions of in-person and online
instruction.

4.2 Differences in Evaluations by Instructor Sex
In addition to comparing evaluations prior the pandemic to those during the pandemic, we
determine whether there are differences in the percentage of words from each lexical dimension
based on the sex of the instructor.9 We believe that such differences could indicate some bias
based on the sex of the instructor. We investigate whether such bias exists, and whether it changes
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore, we run the analysis on both evaluations before and
during the pandemic, and present the results in Table 5 (histograms are available in Appendix B).
We use the Mann-Whitney U test to test for significance, and the adjustment for FDR.

9This was self-reported and only available as a binary variable, i.e. Male versus Female.



We find no statistically significant differences between male and female instructors either prior to
or during the COVID-19 pandemic. This is surprising given evidence of gender bias in teaching
evaluations from prior studies (Section 2.2). The dimensions with the most notable and consistent
difference, although not statistically significant, are high quality (pre-COVID µ M = 4.30%, F =
4.67%, during COVID M = 4.82%, F = 5.14%) and helpful (pre-COVID µ M = 1.58%, F =
1.99%, during COVID M = 1.85%, F = 2.21%). This is interesting because it does not reflect a
typical definition of bias, which would include negative sentiment directed towards a minority
group (in this case, women in engineering). We find the difference in the helpful dimension to be
particularly interesting, as it is reflective of gender differences found in prior work on perceptions
of excellent instructors [30]. This work showed that there was more negativity towards female
instructors who did not fit gendered expectations. Indeed, while some comments reflecting the
helpfulness of female instructors are undoubtedly positive, e.g., “PERSON was very helpful when
I talked to her in office hours about things I was confused on”, some of the words in the helpful
dimension were clearly used in gendered ways, such as “she was super sweet and very helpful in
understanding the labs.”10 The differences between our findings and prior work may be connected
a number of factors, including but not limited to the analysis framework, specific characteristics
of the university, and changes in perceptions of minority instructors over time. We hope to further
examine these differences in future work.

5 Limitations
There are a number of known limitations of dictionary-based lexical analysis. Relying exclusively
on word counts ignores additional context in the text. For example, consider the following
evaluation: “I thought the class was taught exceptionally well. PERSON explained topics so
clearly it felt like a friend explaining confusing topics to me in a way they knew I’d understand.”
The sentiment of evaluation is clearly positive, and the student praises the clarity of the
instructor’s teaching. However, due to the presence of the word “confusing”, the evaluation is
given a non-zero score for low quality.

This challenge is magnified in the case of negations. For example, “sometimes, the explanations
of concepts were a not clear, and we were never able to finish the lectures” indicates lack of
clarity, but the presence of “clear” would increase the score for that dimension. This is less likely
to be a problem when the dimension itself represents a negative aspect of teaching, as double
negatives such as “not unclear” appear infrequently.

Finally, the somewhat low coverage of our lexicon shown in Section 3.2 means that a large
number of lexicon scores are 0, even when we average across all evaluations of an instructor. A
more broad-coverage approach might use qualitative methods such as open-ended coding [31], to
make the most out of the data set, although this poses its own issues with scalability. Still, we
believe that our lexicon is more useful for understanding teaching evaluations than more general
lexicons like LIWC [26], which does not capture teaching-specific language.

While these problems likely have some effect on our analysis, the direction of correlations
between lexical dimensions and the “Excellent Teacher” ratings (see Table 3.3) indicate that they
generally capture teaching quality as expected. Notably, while the lexicon is useful for studying

10While female instructors make up approximately 25% of the dataset, 8/10 evaluations containing “sweet”, “sweet-
est”, and “sweetheart” pertained to female instructors.



aggregate patterns in the data, there may be too much noise to reliably apply it to understand
individual evaluations (e.g., whether a particular evaluation states that the instructor was more
“helpful” than other evaluations).

6 Conclusion
In this study, we developed a lexicon (LEEQ) with eight dimensions related to teaching ability,
using a combination of NLP methods and manual filtering. We used LEEQ to compute the
percentage of words related to eight teaching qualities for instructors in a secondary dataset from
a large U.S. university. We confirmed the validity of LEEQ by examining each dimension’s
correlation with instructor’s ratings, which tended to be high for positive teaching qualities and
low for negative teaching qualities. Furthermore, we found that the percentage of words in pairs
of dimensions representing positive teaching qualities tends to be highly correlated to the
percentage of words representing other positive teaching qualities (and vice-versa for negative
qualities). Finally, we compare our lexicon’s correlations with ratings given by existing sentiment
analysis methods, and find that they outperform simple approaches like LIWC and are competitive
overall, while remaining more closely related to the teaching domain than existing lexicons.

In a case study, we examined changes in evaluations during the pandemic. We found a surprising
increase in words from the high quality dimension and a decrease in words from the low quality
dimension. Upon closer examination of the evaluations, we found that some students
contextualize the use of positive words with statements like “for an online course,” which led us
to believe that students might be more lenient in their evaluation of instructors during the
pandemic. On the other hand, student’s increased use of words from the helpful dimension
indicates that instructors went out of their way to accommodate students during the shift to online
instruction. Finally, we observed words from the clear and unclear dimensions decrease during
the pandemic. We did not find significant differences between male and female instructors;
however, we did find small shifts in language use that suggest that some gendered language is
present in the evaluations.

The lexicon developed in this study can inform future work that conducts large-scale analysis of
student comments. We designed our lexicon to have high precision rather than high recall, which
is reflected in the relatively low overall frequencies (Table 2). To this last point, we recommend
that future researchers build on this lexicon and cast a wider “net” to capture students’
perceptions of teacher performance. By improving our methods for text analysis, we can improve
our “lens” for identifying possible forms of bias against instructors and changes over time, and
provide support for instructors who may need it.
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A Rate My Professors Rating Form

Figure 4: Screenshot of the rating form from the Rate My Professors website. The historical
2014 version of the form was retrieved from archive.org, and the instructor’s name is redacted for
privacy.
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Figure 5: Comparison of evaluations split by instructor Sex before and during the COVID-19 pan-
demic using our lexicons. Bold indicates p < 0.05 with FDR correction for multiple comparisons.
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